This article concerns the description of the electron sea of an atomic ion with the Thomas-Fermi model. The normalized ion radius X, ionization potential b and electronic binding energy B of the Thomas-Fermi ion are functions of the ratio N of electrons to protons in the ion. A scheme is given to calculate the Taylor series of X(N ), b(N ) and B(N ). With this scheme, the Taylor coefficients are calculated up to 5th order. The obtained 0th to 3rd order coefficients agree with the values presently available in the literature. To the authors knowledge, the 4th and 5th order coefficients are new results. It is then argued that a different series description of these functions, based on the Taylor series of c(N ) ≡ b −1/3 X −4/3 , leads to a significant improvement in convergence.
Introduction

Elementary quantities
Throughout this article we (the author and the readers) use the normalized units and most of the notation that are standard in texts about the Thomas-Fermi ion [1] . We abbreviate electron by e, and proton by p.
Number of protons: Z
Unit of Length: a B /1.1295Z 1/3 Radius from the nucleus: x e:p-ratio inside radius x: n(x) Numerical factor 1.1295 = (128/9π
2 )
1/3
Unit of Energy: 2ZRy · 1.1295Z
Ion radius: X overall e:p-ratio: n(X) ≡ N Potential energy of an e due to the nucleus alone: − 
Outline
Our goal is to calculate the ion radius X, the ionization potential b and the binding energy B as functions of the e:p-ratio N. The steps to this goal are the following.
In section 1 we collect the basic formulas describing the Thomas-Fermi (TF) ion.
In section 2 we express the Thomas-Fermi differential equation (TF DE) with the roles of x and χ interchanged: the radius x is the dependent variable, the screening number χ is the independent variable. We solve the new DE in a semi-analytical manner for x(χ; a), where a is the initial slope of the screening function χ(x).
In section 3 we will then be able to express X, b, B and N as Taylor series in a.
In section 4 we express X, b, B and a as Taylor series in N.
In section 5 we derive new series for X(N), b(N), B(N) and a(N), with faster convergence.
In section 6 we sum up and plot the results.
Description of the TF ion with the potential φ
The following basic equations of the Thomas-Fermi atom or ion can be found in most textbooks on classical quantum mechanics [1] .
Let's start the description of the TF ion with some potential φ, with the constraints φ → −1/x (x → 0) φ = −bX/x (x ≥ X) (1.1)
Outside the ion radius X, φ is a Coulomb potential. b is the ionization potential. From electrostatics, we have b = (1 − N)/X (1.
2)
The e:p number density is given by Poisson's equation:
with ρ(x) = 0 for x ≥ X.
By inserting this equation into
and integrating we obtain the e:p-ratio inside radius x n = −x 2 d dx φ + 1 x (1.4) with n(0) = 0 and n(x) ≡ N for x ≥ X.
The equations given thus far allow us to construct physically reasonable state functions φ(x), n(x) and ρ(x), given the overall e:p-ratio N and the ion radius X. We can then proceed to calculate the binding energy per proton
(1.5)
The actual state of the ion is the one with the highest binding energy B. To find this state, we vary the binding energy:
while keeping the overall e:p ratio constant:
Apparently, the maximal binding energy is achieved when the Fermi-surface is flat:
The constant b ′ on the RHS still depends on our choice of the ion radius X. However, it is intuitively clear that the ion radius is not a free parameter, but is determined by N.
We therefore vary X in the next step until the binding energy becomes minimal with respect to X. This will be achieved when the eletron density continuously approaches 0 as x approaches X, i. e. we will have
In this way we obtain the relation
Incidentally, the last four unnumbered equations contain an important relation between the binding energy B(N) and the ionization potential b(N):
If we drop the restriction δN = 0, the physical interpretation is straightforward: addition of an electron (δN = 1/Z) to an ion with a level Fermi surface increases the binding energy ZB by the ionization potential b! It follows that the binding energy (now again per proton) is the primitive of the ionization potential with respect to the e:p-ratio:
1.4 Description of the TF ion with the screening number χ
For mathematical convenience, we now describe the potential with the screening number χ, according to
The earlier statements about φ translate to
The fraction of electrons inside radius x is now
Here we have introduced the slope of the screening function
The initial slope is customarily designated by a, and the final slope equals the ionization potential b (see eqn (1.9)):
Poisson's equation for the electron density (1.3) is now
The binding energy (1.5) becomes (after a short calculation, see appendix A)
According to eqn (1.6) the maximum binding energy B is obtained for
(1.14)
Inserting this density in Poisson's equation (1.13), we obtain the Thomas-Fermi differential equation (TF DE) :
The solution of the TF DE will maximise the binding energy to
In Appendix A it is shown that the last integral is 5 7
(a − b(1 − N)). Thus the binding energy finally becomes
Mathematical relations between the quantities of interest
In deriving the TF DE, we have come across three interesting relations between the initial slope of the screening function a, the ionization potential = final slope of the screening function b, the ion radius X, the overall e:p-ratio N and the binding energy B: (da − db(1 − N) + bdN) and dB = bdN. Setting them equal and rearranging, we obtain 4bdN = 3(da − db (1 − N) ). Eliminating N with eqn (1.2), we obtain after a little calculation:
Some more calculation gives (bX) 7/3 dc = da (1.18) where
We will return to these equations later on.
General solution of the TF differential equation
The following general solution of the Thomas-Fermi differential equation is a Taylor-series in the parameter a (initial slope of the screening function). The coefficient-functions are calculated numerically.
Changing the independent variable
The second order TF DE can be split into two first order differential equations:
This system of DE's is non-linear. Historically, Riemann solved the non-linear DE for the plane sound wave by exchanging the roles of the dependent variable p (pressure) and the independent variable x (position) [2] . We will use the same device here: χ becomes our independent variable, and x and all other functions of interest become dependent variables.
The two equations then must be written in the form
Let us formally integrate these equations, starting at χ = 1:
The form of eqn.s (2.5) and (2.6) suggests that the functions x(χ) and ψ(χ) can be calculated iteratively: the output of one equation is the input to the other.
Second normalization
The two integral equations can be brought into a more symmetric form by substituting
The result is
Taylor development in K
The coupled integral eqn.s (2.11) and (2.12) contain the parameter K = 2/a 3/2 . K varies from 0 for the "empty ion" (N = 0) to 0.999367 for the neutral atom (N = 1). The fact that K doesn't exceed 1 suggests that it can be used as an expansion coefficient for the functions η(χ) and ξ(χ). For K = 0, i. e. in lowest order, we have η = 1, or ψ = a = constant, which seems to be quite a reasonable starting point for the slope of the screening function, whatever the value of N. We therefore set
14)
The integral eqn.s (2.11) and (2.12) also contain the powers η −1/2 and ξ −1/2 . In fact, on several occasions we will have to calculate some power β of a given power series. So let us deal with this problem first.
Let f (K) some Taylor series in K, starting with 1:
Raising this series to the power of β gives
The coefficients f (β) m can be calculated by repeated application of the binomial theorem. The coefficients f 1 . . . f 5 are:
The power series for η −1/2 and ξ −1/2 in eqn.s (2.11) and (2.12) are now formally
The coefficients η
can be calculated with eqn (2.17).
After ordering in powers of K, eqn.s (2.11) and (2.12) can be rewritten as
Numerical integration
The integration of eqn.s (2.20) and (2.21) can be performed sequentially on the computer. We begin with η 0 = 1 → η
The result of the numerical integration of η m (t) and ξ m (t) is shown in figures (1) and (2) . The color of the orders is red (1), yellow (2), green (3), cyan (4), blue (5), magenta (6). It is striking that the η m (t) get small very quickly with increasing m. On the other hand the ξ m (t) vanish only slowly, since the radius ξ(1) = aX of the neutral TF atom (a = 1.588071 and K = 0.999367) is infinite. 
The first impression is confirmed if we plot the partial sums of x = ξ(1 − χ)/a and η = (ψ/a) 2 versus χ = 1 − t 2 for the neutral atom and compare them to the known limiting functions. The approximation of η(χ) is fair, the approximation of χ(x) is poor. 
Formulas for Taylor coefficients
The integration of eqn.s (2.20) and (2.21) provides two of the Taylor series in K we are looking for (remember K = 2/a 3/2 ):
For physical reasons, we are interested in the power series for b/a rather than (b/a) 2 . From a mathematical point of view, the power series for (aX) −1 has some advantages over the one for aX ((aX) −1 → 0 for K → 0.999367, and eqn (1.2)). These two series are
The RHSs of eqn.s (3.3) and (3.4) must be evalated at t = 1. The coefficients η The Taylor series for the other two quantities we seek, B(K) and N(K), are obtained as follows.
Eqn. (1.16) for B can be reformulated in terms of our new variables η and ξ:
Inserting the series (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain
The RHSs of eqn (3.6) must be evalated at t = 1.
Eqn. (1.2) for N now becomes
Inserting the power series (3.1) and (3.3), we obtain
Again, the RHSs of eqn (3.8) must be evalated at t = 1.
Taylor coefficients
Let us collect the Taylor coefficients of X −1 (K), b(K), B(K), N(K) (and of two more quantities) in a table: 
Convergence
We already know the values of all the quantities f in table 1 for the neutral atom (K = 0.99936725, the most difficult case to calculate). Let us see how quickly the series converge towards these values. 
The convergence is moderate for b 2 , b and B, slow for X and X −1 , and very slow for N. This is a problem. There is no use calculating a precise value of, say, the binding energy B for some value of K, if we don't know the precise e:p-ratio N for this K.
Well, let's just proceed to the next point on our agenda, which is eliminiating the intermediate parameter K. When this is done, we will evaluate the convergence of the new series for f (N). 
Eliminating the parameter K
Our problem is as follows. We are given the Taylor developments of two functions N(K), see table 1, and f (K), which could be any of the other quantities in table 1:
The initial factor (K/2) α = a −3α/2 has been absorbed in f in the course of the second normalization (aX, b/a, B/a . . . ). In (4.2) we have reverted to the more familiar "first normalization" (X, b, B . . . ).
We want to express f as a power series in N. It is not difficult to see that this series must be of the following form:
We want to express the new coefficientsf n as linear combinatons of the old coefficients f m . To this end we first rewrite eqn (4.1) as
where
Elevating eqn (4.4) to the power of β gives
with the coefficients h (β) n given earlier in eqn (2.17). Thef n are now obtained by repeatedly subtracting eqn (4.6) from eqn (4.1), in such a way that the powers of K on the RHS of (4.1) are one by one eliminated. In the course of this elimination procedure, it appears that it is useful to introduce intermediate coefficients g n defined byf
The Taylor series (4.2) written with the g n is
The elimination procedure can now be formalized by the following scheme. It shows how to calculate the coefficients g n out of the known f m and h (β) m :
The general recursion relation in this scheme is
Our g n are the first column of G n,k :
A linear transformation of Taylor coefficients
The relation between the coefficients f m in the K-series (2.15) and g n in the N-series (4.8) is linear, i. e. it can be represented by a transformation matrix T mn (α):
The T mn (α) can be obtained with the scheme described above, by setting:
In the following subsection, we will mainly need the transformation matrix for α = −2/3. A numerical evalation of the above scheme on the computer gives 
The three relations collected in section 1.5 can be restated as recursive relations between the Taylor-coefficients of X −1 (N), b(N), B(N) and a(N):
The reader may check that the coefficients in table 3 fulfill all these relations. In particular, the series for X −1 , a and b have the same first term 0.3378N −2/3 .
Convergence
As we did for the f (K)-series, we check the convergence of the f (N)-series for the neutral atom, N = 1. When we want to describe a quantity f (N) by a series, we actually have a lot of choices. We have encountered this situation in section 2, when we calculated Taylor series for η and η 1/2 , or for ξ and ξ −1 . Both series contain the same information, and the question arises: which series converges faster? We leave this question unanswered for the K-series, and turn our attention to the (more important) N-series. In the last chapter, we had a loose hierarchy of the functions of interest: a(N) . The Taylor coefficients of each function can be calculated from the Taylor coefficients of the previous functions, with X −1 (N) being the fundamental function. We now declare
to be our fundamental function. Its Taylor coefficients c n are listed in table 3. The reciprocal ion radius is (see eqn.s (1.2) and (5.1))
The ionization potential is (see eqn.s (1.2) and (5.1))
The binding energy B(N) is the primitive of b(N) (see eqn.s (1.7) and (5.3)):
whereB is Euler's incomplete Betafunction.
The initial slope of the screening function is (see eqn.s (1.2), (1.18) and (5.1)):
(N; 1/3, 7/3) + ∞ n=0 c n (n − 2/3)B(N; n − 2/3, 10/3) (5.5)
Because of its divergence, the first term of a(N) needs a separate analysis.
Why is c(N) a smarter fundamental function than X −1 (N)? Well, the latter function tends towards 0 for N → 1. The Taylor series of X −1 (N) cannot reproduce this behaviour well, in the sense that the relative error becomes infinite. On the other hand, the function c(N) has a non-zero value for N = 1: c(N = 1) = 0.0977 (see Appendix B), and therefore can be reproduced with a Taylor series with finite relative error. As a consequence, the above formulas for X(N), b(N), B(N) and a(N) all have the correct behaviour for N → 1 in-built! By way of example, let's check this argument for the reciprocal ion radius X −1 . In fig.s  (6) and (7), we compare the convergence of the Taylor series (see table 3 ) and of the improved series (see eqn (5.2) and table 3). For N → 1, the convergence of the improved series is indeed much better. The outcome of the comparison is less clearcut here. Initially, the improved series (ii) approaches the final value much faster than the Taylor series. However, as more terms are added, the convergence of the two series becomes similar, and series (i) even seems to have the edge.
Summing up and plots
In this section we collect the formulas for the ion radius X(N), the ionization potential b(N), the electronic binding energy B(N) and the initial slope of the screening function a(N), where the independent variable N is the electron to proton ratio of the ion. The fundamental quantity is c ≡ b −1/3 X −4/3 with the Taylor series
The "improved series" for X −1 (N), b(N), B(N) and a(N) are all expressed in terms of the Taylor series of c(N). We plot the partial sums of the "improved series" of the four quantities. The color of the orders is red (0), yellow (1), green (2), cyan (3), blue (4), magenta (5). The convergence is excellent in all cases.
The radius of the TF ion
The ion radius X in units of a B /1.1295Z 1/3 is given by X −1 (N) = (1 − N) 1/3 c(N). 
The ionization potential of the TF ion
The ionization potential in units of 2.2590Z 4/3 Ry is b(N) = (1 − N) 4/3 c(N). 
The initial slope of the screening function
The initial slope of the screening function is
(N; 1/3, 7/3) + ∞ n=1 c n (n − 2/3)B(N; n − 2/3, 10/3). In the following figure, the related quantity K = 2/a 3/2 is plotted. 
A note about the screening function
By means of the integration scheme described in section 2, we obtained a Taylor series for the ion radius X(K). By applying the linear transformation described in section 4, we obtained the corresponding series for X(N). Actually, in section 2 we obtained a series in K for the whole inverse screening function x(χ; K); the ion radius X is simply the value of the inverse screening function for χ = 0. So, why not apply the transformation from K-to N-series to the whole inverse screening function? When the author did this, he found to his surprise (and dismay) that the series
diverges for all values of χ except for the border values χ = 1 (ion center) and χ = 0 (ion edge). When it comes to calculating the screening function of the TF ion, this article has therefore not much to contribute.
A Appendix: Integral formulas
Eqn (1.5) for the binding energy B contains integrals of the type
and
where ψ ≡ − dχ dx and the TF differential eq.
x 1/2 is assumed to hold.
Evaluation of the integrals
The first integral is
For β = 0, integration by parts gives
For β > 0, integration by parts gives
The case β = 1 is readily evaluated:
The second integral is
Setting dχ = −ψdx and integrating by parts gives
From (2.4), ψdψ = x −1/2 χ 3/2 dχ, and therefore
Integrating the last integral one more time by parts gives
But the last integral is again I 1 (0) ! Bringing this term to the LHS, we finally obtain
The rest of the calculation is analogous to the case β = 0. The final result is I 1 (β) = 5 9β + 7 (β + 1)β
The case β = 1 is readily evaluated: The last two equations are in agreement with the virial theorem: the kinetic energy T of a system of electrons trapped in the Coulomb potential of a nucleus equals the electronic binding energy B.
The author can't recognise a physical meaning in the fourth integral (A.6). By combining it with eqn (1.2): N = 1 − bX, we obtain the curious relation Let us formally integrate eqn.s (2.3) and (2.4), this time starting at χ = 0:
The two integral equations can be normalized by substituting The quantity C is a function of the e:p-ratio N, and thus parametrizes the solutions ξ(t) and η(t). The equations x(χ = 1) = 0 and ψ 2 (χ = 1) = a 
